Neurological disorders and the structure of human consciousness
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Recent studies that identify distinct neural correlates of perceptual awareness offer a promising step towards improved understanding of the neurological underpinnings of conscious experience. Such studies indicate that perceptual awareness is modular in nature, with neural correlates of awareness consisting of the specialized structures involved in perceptual processing. However, the integrative, multimodal nature of conscious experience appears to require a functional architecture that overcomes this modular segregation of function. We propose a model in which experience emerges from the dynamic interactions of specialized component processes via a distributed neural network. Such a model offers a mechanism to explain several empirical observations of the neural correlates of perceptual awareness, cognitive function, and symptoms of neurological damage.

The conclusions of an interpretive system are only as good as the information the system receives. Applied to the human brain, this principle might help to make sense of an array of peculiar neurological conditions that involve the formation of either incomplete or delusional understandings about oneself, other objects or individuals, and the surrounding environment. Such beliefs are central to the formation of either incomplete or delusional understandings about oneself, other objects or individuals, and the surrounding environment. Such beliefs are central to the emergence of neurological disorders and the structure of human consciousness.

Neurological disorders and the structure of human consciousness can explain a variety of neurological syndromes. In this model, such syndromes result from the attempts of an interpretive system to construct a coherent story after the ability to process specific aspects of conscious experience has been either altered or abolished as a result of neural injury.

Modularity of perceptual awareness

Neurophysiological evidence for the modular organization of perceptual awareness is strong. Rather than functioning as a general-purpose computing device, the brain consists of a network of adaptive systems. Functional neuroimaging experiments, single-cell recordings and neuropsychological dissociations of function indicate that neural circuits segregate into functionally specialized systems on both cognitive and cellular levels, and reveal a robust correlation between the performance of specific cognitive tasks and the activation of specific regions of neural tissue. We propose that, when combined with an interpretive process that occurs in the left hemisphere of the human brain, a modular organization of the information processing that underlies conscious experience can explain a variety of neurological syndromes. In this model, such syndromes result from the attempts of an interpretive system to construct a coherent story after the ability to process specific aspects of conscious experience has been either altered or abolished as a result of neural injury.
regions might not only correlate with specific perceptual experiences, but could be sufficient to cause them.

**Integrated awareness emerges from modular interactions within a neuronal workspace**

Although evidence for the modularity of information processing is strong, a modular architecture is not, in itself, sufficient to account for the majority of cognitive tasks that occur within the realm of conscious experience. The presence of a large-scale network, whose long-range connectivity provides a neural workspace through which the outputs of numerous, specialized, brain regions can be interconnected and integrated, provides a promising solution to this need for integration, and fits well with a range of empirical observations outlined in the following sections. Although the characteristics of such a network are not clear currently, several studies indicate the involvement of prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate [9,15] and thalamocortical interactions [16] in mechanisms that enable the mobilization of modular information into a state of large-scale network availability [17].

In the workspace model, outputs from an array of parallel processors continually compete for influence within the network [7–9]. Dynamic integration of these outputs, which combines factors including bottom-up stimulus attributes, modulation caused by contextual valence and memory, and selective attentional amplification, determines which aspects of the available information emerge as dominant, and gives rise to a coherent network state in which the integrated information is widely available and can be used by a variety of cognitive processes that require input from multiple modules [9]. The result of this process is a fluctuating stream of transiently self-sustained, self-modifying workspace states, the characteristics of which are postulated to determine the contents of the subjective experience of the individual [9,18]. Although the majority of cerebral processing takes place outside conscious awareness, information is perceived consciously when it is sufficiently amplified within the system to generate a coherent network state in which the information is widely available to a range of modular processors. The population of neurons activated at any given moment then further influences the development of subsequent states of the network and facilitates a coherent progression of cognitive processes with no need for a separate, higher-order executive system.

**The left hemisphere plays a unique role in shaping the contents of subjective experience**

Studies of split-brain patients reveal that the left hemisphere of the human brain has a unique capacity to reflexively formulate causal theories about why events occur [2,10,11]. The adaptive benefit of such a process is immense, enabling information from diverse events to be combined into a chain of causal understanding that can guide future behavior. Although the mechanism through which the interpretive process works is not well understood, it appears to be an inherent property of the interactions of components of the system, and its function in shaping the contents of conscious experience is significant. Strikingly, studies of both split-brain and neurologically normal individuals indicate that the interpretive process continues to function when the range of available information is incomplete. This generates a causal understanding of events that is subjectively complete and seemingly self-evident, even when that understanding is incorrect [10,11,19] (Fig. 1). In the workspace model, this result could arise from the integration of information from an incomplete set of data. The process has evolved to provide a causal explanation and does so, but when the range of information available to the workspace is limited because of damage to the neural

---

**Fig. 1.** Studies of split-brain patients reveal that the left hemisphere automatically constructs a subjective understanding of information available to it. (a) In a classic example of this process, a picture of a chicken claw was briefly presented to the (speaking) left hemisphere, while a snow scene was concurrently shown to the (silent) right hemisphere. After these initial images were removed, patient PS easily picked out related pictures from a set of eight choices, which remained on the screen. His left hand pointed to a snow shovel and his right hand pointed to a chicken, and both hemispheres were able to observe these choices. When asked why he had picked those particular pictures, PS said ‘Oh, that’s simple. The chicken claw goes with the chicken, and you need a shovel to clean out the chicken shed.’ (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [26].) (b) Presentation of a command to the non-speaking right hemisphere generates behavior based upon information which is unavailable to the left hemisphere. After the action is performed, however, the speaking left hemisphere automatically generates an understanding of the behavior (two examples given). Although the understanding is incorrect, it is experienced by that hemisphere as an accurate description of the event. (Adapted with permission from Ref. [26]).
processors that provide information to the network, the accuracy of the resulting interpretation is limited to the restricted range of available information.

Interpreting a post-lesion world
When considered within a framework of modular, interpreted consciousness, a variety of seemingly bizarre neurological syndromes reveal a rational pattern of symptoms. Although phenomenally distinct, such syndromes may be mechanistically related, with symptoms falling into place as the logical results of an interpretive system that is striving to make sense of an altered set of available information.

Neurological lesions can affect perception and memory
Because particular lesions leave patients with no experience of deficit, it follows that these patients must have a satisfactory agreement between their post-lesion experience and their pre-lesion memories. Such an extension of neurological symptoms into the realm of memory has been demonstrated in patients with hemispatial neglect, whose left-neglected memories match their left-neglected experience of the world \[20\]. In the modular-consciousness model, this result is not surprising. Because the neural correlates of consciousness are proposed to consist of activity in the very networks that are responsible for processing the relevant informational attributes, this model predicts that focal lesions might have dramatic effects on specific aspects of conscious experience, including their representation in memory. Just as particular capacities, such as face recognition, generation of nouns in language, or the representation of emotional meaning, might be either impaired or abolished by cortical damage, so too might the ability to process and represent specific aspects of conscious experience be either impaired or abolished by neurological injury.

Studies indicating that retrieval of a memory entails activation of the same perceptual circuits that are activated directly by the event being recalled \[12,21\] complete the picture. For patients with visual hemineglect, neglect of the left visual field occurs in the realm of memory, just as it does during actual perception of a scene, although information about the complete spatial scene remains encoded in the brain \[20\] (Fig. 2). The completed memory cannot be reconstructed from any one mental vantage point because, from each perspective, the aspects of the memory that pertain to left visual space cannot receive sufficient attentional amplification to enable their large-scale representation and availability in the neuronal workspace, and, thus, in conscious experience. Changing one's perspective in the visual image enables the information neglected from one vantage point to become available from the second. This is because the change in egocentric coordinates enables information about the previously neglected space to be processed by neural circuits that are responsible for handling information about other parts of visual space that remain able to receive the necessary attentional amplification to bring the stored information into consciousness.

The patient's left-neglected memories therefore directly parallel his left-neglected perception of the surrounding world because both result from damage to the same process of attention allocation in the workspace network. Looking around a familiar scene, everything seems just as it should, because the memory of the scene is itself left-neglected. If a particular landmark is not observed, the neglect patient might rotate until it comes into view \[22\], just as a neurologically normal individual might rotate to find something located behind him. In each case, the individual draws upon his memory's representation of the scene and uses this to navigate through his conception of space. The patient experiences no alteration in perception because memory and perception remain in agreement, with no discrepancy to indicate a problem.

Focal lesions can abolish the ability to process entire realms of conceptual information
Loss of the ability to process information about specific aspects of conscious experience might also account for the inability of some patients to learn of their impairment through other cognitive means. This inability to use semantic knowledge to analyze their condition remains puzzling. However, the finding that some patients with anosognosia for hemiplegia are unable to identify paralysis in themselves as well as in others \[23\] indicates that they might have lost the ability to process information accurately from the entire domain in which their impairment exists. Their brains are impaired in their ability to instate workspace states that represent left-body information about themselves and others, and so such information remains excluded from their available range of conscious experience. Indicative of this redefinition of the range of conscious experience, one patient explained that 'I knew the word "neglect" was a sort of medical term for whatever was wrong but the word bothered me because you only neglect something that is actually there, don't you? If it's not there, how can you neglect it?' \[24\]. With no...
memories to indicate a deficit, and with an impaired ability to process information that is related to the experiential realm in which the deficit exists, it begins to be more understandable that some patients can be unaware of their impairments.

Denials of deficit result from interpretations of incomplete information

In the proposed model, the denials of deficit observed in visual neglect and anosognosia for hemiplegia can also be understood as the logical results of damage to specific sets of neural circuits. Whereas paralysis due to severing of nerves that connect the parietal cortex to the body would be noted immediately, damage to the (right) parietal cortex itself leaves no part of the brain to monitor or represent the existence of limbs on the left side of the body. The region responsible for signaling a problem has, itself, been damaged, leaving no system to file a complaint. Therefore, the patient no longer registers the existence of left limbs but has an intact interpretive network that concludes that everything must be fine because no problem has been indicated internally. Furthermore, because the workspace network contains no higher-order system, the absence of information about the left side of one’s body is no more worrisome than a lack of visual information from behind one’s head – no impairment is registered because no input is expected. Therefore, when unable to do a bimanual task, the system generates a reasonable story, such as ‘I didn’t want to do that task.’ [1]. Presented with a paralyzed left hand, and accompanied by neither sensory input nor registration of the lack thereof, the system draws a subjectively reasonable conclusion: ‘That’s not my hand’ [1]. Such attempts at rationalization mimic the accounts put forth by the speaking left hemispheres of split-brain patients following right-hemisphere-generated behavior, and are merely extensions of the interpretive processes that allow us to make sense of the world around us on an everyday basis.

Last, the delusions of reduplicative paramnesia are prime examples of an interpretive system at work with a corrupted set of information. Patients with this syndrome appear to have abnormal neural indicators of familiarity and believe that multiple copies of places and people exist [25]. While being examined at New York Hospital, one patient was convinced that she was in her own home in Freeport, Maine. Although intelligent and aware that her doctors disagreed with her assessment, she remained adamant in her assertions. When pressed to explain why, if she were indeed in her house in Freeport, there was a bank of elevators outside the door, she replied calmly ‘Doctor, do you know how much it cost me to have those put in?’ [11]. Such patients are strikingly unflappable, incorporating incongruous information with ease. The woman in this example ‘knew’ that she was in her own house, just as we know when we are in ours, and the interpretive processes of the workspace network makes such information seem self-evident, even when it is wrong. However, although the ability of individuals with delusional syndromes to create a subjectively rational story out of seemingly incoherent information is startling, what might be most striking is the realization that such syndromes reveal the overwhelming significance of this process in shaping our own experience of the world.

The explanations provided by an interpretive system are only as good as the information available to it, and bizarre information yields bizarre results. Patients with delusional syndromes might know that their assertions sound strange to others, but they also ‘know’ that the scene they perceive is complete, that the hand presented to them is not theirs, and that they are sitting in their own homes. The information presented by the modular components of the workspace network are all that the brain has available to it, and yields subjective experiences that are just as self-evident and unassailable as the experience engendered by any other network state. The presence of such an interpretive mechanism is beneficial in an intact brain and on an evolutionary scale because it greatly enhances the ability of an individual to adapt to a wide range of novel and unexpected situations. However, it results in a variety of strange beliefs when the internal information of the brain is itself corrupted.

Conclusions

Data from a wide range of functional, physiological and clinical studies support a model of consciousness in which subjective awareness emerges from the interactions of specialized, modular components in a distributed neural network. In addition, the activity of such components is united cognitively by an interpretive process that occurs in the left hemisphere of the human brain. The dynamic, self-modifying nature of the interactions between these components is driven solely by the range of information available to the system and enables the coherent progression of cognitive processes without requiring a higher-order executive system. Furthermore, the specialized nature of the component neural processors suggests a potential explanation for how specific lesions can selectively alter or eliminate the contents of particular aspects of subjective experience, with no resulting experience of deficit for the brain-damaged individual.

Although the proposed model remains in development as a conceptual framework, we believe that, for the available data, a model based on the interpreted integration of specialized neural processors has notable explanatory power. Further study is needed to better characterize the nature of these modular processors and the ways in which they interact. We believe that such work will provide significant insight into the processes that underlie the construction of subjective experience.
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